FIRST YEAR COURSES - SECTION 1
PROPERTY I-LAW 507-Professor Kleven
Title: Property
Author: Bernhardt
Edition: 6th
Publisher: West Publishing, Co.
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-314275509

PROPERTY 1- LAW 507- Professor Kleven
Title: Property Anthology
Author: Chused
Publisher: West Publishing, Co.
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-8-7084735-6

PROPERTY - LAW 507- Professor Kleven
Title: Property Law
Author: Kleven
Edition: Vol. 1
Required: Yes
Location: (Pick–UP from the Student Center-Room 231)
CONTRACTS LAW 505 SEC.1-PROFESSOR Wu-
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle PACKAGE)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 9th or Latest Edition
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145-4868-224(Bundle order)

CONTRACTS I-LAW 505- Professor Wu- Sec.1
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
Edition: Latest Edition
Publisher: Aspen
ISBN: (ORDER BUNDLE)

TORTS I-LAW 509-Professor BULLOCK-Section 1
Title: A Contemporary Approach Casebook) & Materials
Author: Duncan, Trump, Bahadur
Edition: 3rd
Publisher:
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1640200708

CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW 511-Professor Anga Sec.1
Title: Civil Procedure A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES
CIVIL PROCEDURE-Federal Civil Rules Supplement-
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1684672202

CRIMINAL LAW 530-Professor Sanders Sec.1
Title: Criminal Law Example +Explanation
   Author: Singer
   Edition: 7th
   Publisher: W. Kluwer
   Required: yes
   ISBN:978-1454-868422

FIRST YEAR COURSES -SECTION 2
PROPERTY I-LAW 507 –Professor Kelsaw
Title: A Contemporary Approach (Interactive Casebook Series)
Author: Sprankling & Coletta
Edition: 5th
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-168467-717-7

PROPERTY I-LAW 507 –Professor Kelsaw
Title: Black Letter Outlines
Author: Bernhardt &Burkhart
Edition: 6th
Publisher:
Required: Yes
CONTRACTS II-LAW 505-PROFESSOR F. Jackson-Section 2
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle PACKAGE)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 9th or Latest Edition
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-15438-01477 (Order Bundle)

CONTRACTS I-LAW 505- Professor F. Jackson-Sec.2
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
Edition: Latest Edition
Publisher: Aspen
ISBN: (ORDER BUNDLE)

TORTS I-LAW 509-Professor Champion-Sec.2
Title: Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s (Casebook) & Materials
Author: Schwartz & Kelly
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684674077

CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW 511-Professor Jackie Millers Sec.2
Title: Civil Procedure A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES
CIVIL PROCEDURE-Federal Civil Rules Supplement
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1-684672202

CRIMINAL LAW 530-Professor Walker -Section 2
Title-Criminal Law and Procedure & Case & Materials
Author: Dripps Boyce & Perkins
Edition: 13th
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes

FIRST YEAR COURSE - SECTION 3
PROPERTY I-LAW 507-Professor Hew
Title: Property Casebook
Author: Dukeminier & James E. Krier
Edition:9th
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes

PROPERTY 1- LAW 507- Professor Hew Sec. 3
Title: A Possessory Estates and Future Interest Primer
Author: Peter Wendel
Edition:3rd 2017
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes
CONTRACTS 1-LAW 505 Professor J. Douglas Sec.3
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle PACKAGE)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 9th or Latest Edition
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145-4868-224(Bundle order)

CONTRACTS I-LAW 505-Professor J. Douglas Section 3
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145-48405-96 (Bundle Order)

TORTS I-LAW 509-Professor Weeden SECTION 3
Title: Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s (Casebook) & Materials
Author: Schwartz & Kelly
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684674077

CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW: 511-Professor Miller-Sec.3
Title: Civil Procedure A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1454881421
CIVIL PROCEDURE- Federal Civil Rules Supplement
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED.RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1684672202

CRIMINAL LAW 530-Professor Ledesma-Section 3
Title: Criminal Law A Contemporary Approach
Author: Weaver
Edition: 4th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1683289470

FIRST YEAR COURSE - SECTION 4
CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW: 511-Professor Anga Sec.4
Title: Civil Procedure A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1454881421

CIVIL PROCEDURE- Federal Civil Rules Supplement
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED.RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1684672202
CONTRACTS-LAW 505 Professor Merije–Section 4
TITLE: PROBLEM IN THE CONTRACT LAW (CASEBOOK)
AUTHOR: BLUM
EDITION: 4TH
PUBLISHER: ASPEN
REQUIRED: YES
ISBN-978-1454868354

PROPERTY I-LAW 507–Professor Vy Nguyen-Section 4
Title: Property Casebook
Author: Dukeminier & James E. Krier
Edition: 9th 1998
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454881995

TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Fain Section 4
Title: Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s (Casebook) & Materials
Author: Schwartz & Kelly
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684674077

CRIMINAL LAW 530-Professor Lewis-Section 4
Title-Criminal Law A Contemporary Approach
Author: Weaver
Edition: 4th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1683289470
Lawyering Process 1-LAW 930-Professors-Section 1 thru Section 10
Title: A Lawyer Writes A Practice Guide to Legal Analysis
Author: Christine Coughlin
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
Required: Yes

Lawyering Process 1-LAW 930-Section 1 Thru Section 10
Title: Blue Book: Uniform System of Citation
Author: Harvard Law
Edition: 21th
Publisher: NACSCORP
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-578-66615-0
ISBN: 978-1-5310-1322-6

Lawyering Process I LAW 930-Section 1thru Section 10
Title: Pre-Writing Handbook for Law Students
Author: Graham
Edition: 2nd 2019
Publisher: Carolina
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1531013226

Lawyering Process I LAW 930 section 1thru Section 10
Title: Black’s Law Dictionary Pocket Edition
Author: Graham
Edition: 5th 2016
Publisher: Thomson
Required: Recommended
ISBN: 978-03314884897
Lawyering Process I LAW 930-section 1thru Section 10
Title: Redbook: Manual on Legal Style
Author: Graham
Edition: 4th 2018
Publisher: West
Required: Recommended
ISBN: 978-1642421002

SECOND YEAR REQUIRED COURSES:
Business Associations-LAW 640 -Professor Duruigbo
Title: Case and Materials on Agency, Partnerships, LLC and Corporations
Author: Williams Klein, J. Mark and Ramseyer and Stephen M. Bainbridge
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Foundation Press, 2018
Required: Yes
ISBN:

Business Associations-LAW 640 -Professor Marchetti Sec.2
Title: Cases and Materials on Corporation on Other Business Entities
Author: Lee Harris
Edition: 11th
Publisher: W. Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN-978-0-7355-9636-8

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 601-Professor Lewis Sec. 1
Title- American Procedure -Case and Commentary
Author: Salzburg and Capra
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1683289845

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 601-Professor Sanders Sec. 2
Title-Learning Criminal Procedure
Author: Simmons and Hutchins’s
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1642424218

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 601-Professor Sanders Sec. 2
Title- Criminal Procedure: Examples and Explanations
Author: Bloom and Brodin
Edition: Late
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Recommend
ISBN: 978-0735588509

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 601-Professor Walker Sec. 3
Title-Criminal Procedure Cases & Material and Question
Author: Loewy
Edition: 4th
Publisher: Lexis Nexis
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-63281-540-8

Constitutional Law 513-Sec.1 & 4-Professor Levy & Jackson
Title: Constitutional Law Cases AND Materials (Aspen Select Series)
Author: Martin L. Levy and Craig L. Jackson
Edition: 2nd 2017
Publisher: Aspen (2017)
Required: Yes
ISBN: 10-1454881461
Constitutional Law 513-Sec1-Professor Levy & C. Jackson
Title: First Amendment Law
Author: Sullivan, Feldman
Edition: 7th
Publisher: Foundation 2019
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684673308

Constitutional Law -LAW 513 Sec. 2- Professor Weeden & Levy
Title: Constitutional Law (CASEBOOK) & Supplement
Author: Sullivan
Edition: 20th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684672158

Constitutional Law -LAW 513 Sec. 2- Professor Weeden
Title: Constitutional Law Supplement
Author: Sullivan
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684672158

Constitutional Law -LAW 513 Sec.3- Professor Fain
Title: Principles and Polices Case and Materials
Author: Barron Dienes, McCormack and Redish
Edition: 8th
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
Required: Yes
ISBN: 9780327174349
Constitutional Law -LAW 512 Sec. 3- Professor Fain
Title: Supplement -Principles and Polices Case and Materials
Author: Barron Dienes, McCormack and Redish
Edition: 2018
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
Required: Yes
ISBN:

Professional Responsibility-LAW 620-Professor Kelsaw Sec. 3
Title: Professional Responsibility- Contemporary Approach
Author: 4th
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1642422856

Professional Responsibility-LAW 620-Professor Kelsaw Sec. 3
Title: Legal Ethics for The Real World, Building Skills Through Case Study
Author: Knake & Murphy
Edition:
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-164020-891-9

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920-Professor Schneider-Sec.1
Title: Principles of Appellate Advocacy
Author: SELMI
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: W. KLUMER
Required: YES
ISBN: 978-1454813309
Appellate Litigation–LAW 920-Professor Schneider -Sec.1
Title: The Uniform System of Citation (Bluebook)
Author: Harvard Law Review
Edition: 21TH (most recent edition)
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 9780692400197

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920 Professor Schneider-Sec.1
Title: The Green Book: Texas Rules of Form
Author: Texas L. Rev.
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Texas LAW REV.
Required: Yes
ISBN:978-0878674107

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920-Professor Point Sec.2
Title: Principles of Appellate Advocacy
Author: SELMI
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: W. KLUMER
Required: YES
ISBN: 978-1454813309

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920-Professor Point -Sec.2
Title: The Uniform System of Citation (Bluebook)
Author: Harvard Law Review
Edition: 20TH (most recent edition)
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 9780692400197
Appellate Litigation –LAW 920 Professor Point Sec.2
Title: The Green Book: Texas Rules of Form
Author: Texas L. Rev.
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Texas LAW REV.
Required: Yes
ISBN:978-0878674107

Appellate Litigation–LAW 920-Professor Point Sec. 2
Title: The Redbook –A Manual on Legal Style
Author: Bryant Garneret al.
Edition: 4th
Publisher: West
Required: Recommended
ISBN:978-1642421002

Appellate Litigation–LAW 920-Professor Point Sec, 2
Title: WINNING BRIEF
Author: GARNER.
Edition: 3RD
Publisher: OXFORD
Required: Recommended
ISBN:978-199378357

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920-Professor Scott-Sec.3
Title: Brief Writing and Oral Argument
Author: Berry and Ripple’S
Edition: 5th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-80314278395
Appellate Litigation –LAW 920- Professor Scott Sec.3
Title: The Uniform System of Citation (Bluebook)
Author: Harvard Law Review
Edition: 21st
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-80578666150

Appellate Litigation–LAW 920- Section 4 Professor Cone
Title: Just Briefs
Author: Oates, Enquist
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN:

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920 Section4-Professor Cone
Title: Point Made
Author: Ross Guberman
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Recommended
ISBN: 978-0195394870

Appellate Litigation –LAW 920 Section 4-Professor Cone
Title: The Green Book: Texas Rules of Form
Author: Texas L. Rev.
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Texas LAW
Required: Recommended
ISBN: 978-0878674107
Appellate Litigation – LAW 920- Professor Cone Sec. 4
Title: The Uniform System of Citation (Bluebook)
Author: Harvard Law Review
Edition: 20TH
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Recommended
ISBN: 978-0-6-15356116-1

Wills & Trusts – LAW 650-Professors Carrington
Title: Wills & Trusts & Estates Integrated
Author: Dukeminier, Johnson, Lindgren, & Sitkoff
Edition: 10th
Publisher: Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 9781454874287

Wills & Trusts – LAW 650-Professors Carrington Sec. 1
Title: Wills & Trusts & Estates (Casebook)
Author: Dukeminier, Johnson, Lindgren, & Sitkoff
Edition: 10th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454824572

Wills & Trusts – LAW 650-Professors Carrington
Title: Wills & Trusts & Estates Smart E Bund 1st
Author: Dukeminier, Johnson, Lindgren, & Sitkoff
Edition: 10th
Publisher: Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454876427
Wills & Trusts – LAW 650- Carrington
Title: Professor’s Materials from Kwik Kopy

Wills & Trusts – LAW 650-Professors Aitsebaomo Sec.2
Title: Wills & Trusts & Estates (Casebook)
Author: Dukeminier, Johnson, Lindgren, & Sitkoff
Edition: 10th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454876427

Wills & Trusts – LAW 650-Professors Carrington & Aitsebaomo
Sec. 1&2
Title: Uniform Trusts and Estates Statutes
Author: Thomas Gallanis
Edition: 2021
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN:

SECOND YEAR /THIRD YEAR  REQUIRED COURSE:
Commercial Law- LAW 610-Professor Green/Marchetti Sec.
Title: Problems and Materials on Commercial Law (CASEBOOK)
Author: Whaley
Edition: 11TH
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
Commercial Law- LAW 610-Professor Green
Title: Comprehensive Commercial Law
Author: Mann, Warren, Westbrook
Edition: 11TH
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes

SECOND YEAR REQUIRED TRIAL SIMULATION COURSE:
TRIAL SIMULATION PRACTICUM-LAW 514-Sec. 1 thru 11-
PROFESSOR-L. JOHNSON, ADAMS, SELF, FINCH, DURU,
MIDDLETON, BALDWIN, JONES, TBA, OKOLIE, DOYLE,
Sec.1&2 FIELDS
Title: Model Trial Advocacy: Analysis and Practice
Author: Lubet
Edition: 6th
Publisher:
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1601568984

THIRD YEAR PARTIALLY REQUIRED COURSE
Domestic Relations-LAW 725- Professor Ledesma Sec.1
Title: A Contemporary Approach
Author: Ann Laquer Estin
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-64242-530-7
ELECTIVES

THIRD YEAR BAR ELECTIVES

ADVANCED BAR REVIEW LAW 982-Professor Hopkins/Harrison
TITLE: Professor will provide materials

MULTISTATE PERFORMAN TEST MPT LAW 990-Professor DELATORRES/Harrison
Title: Professor will provide materials

SEMINAR: BAR ESSAY WRITING LAW 809-Professor Haikal
Title: Professor will provide materials

ENTERTAINMENT LAW - Professor Anderson
Title: MUSIC INDUSTRY CONTRACT LAW CASE AND FORM
Author: Ricky Anderson & Walter Champion
Edition: 1st
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-14548775300
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 736-Professor Kleven
Title: Case and Material on Environmental Law
Author: Farber
Edition: 10th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1640206120

Federal Jurisdiction -LAW 602 -Professor Leal
Title: Federal Courts
Author: Currie
Edition: 4th 1990
Publisher: West Publishing
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-03-14-744852

Sports Law -LAW 789-Professor Champion
Title: Sport Law Case Docs. & Materials
Author: Champion
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Aspen Select
Required: Yes

Consumers LAW 711-Professor L. Williams
Title: Cases and Materials
Author: Alderman
Edition: 18th
Publisher: Tucker
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-6053-139-2
**Oil & Gas LAW 721- Professor Duruigbo**
Title: Oil & Gas  
Author: Lowe  
Edition: 7th  
Publisher: West Academic  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-1683288329

**Oil & Gas LAW 721- Professor Duruigbo**
Title: Forms Manual to Accompany Case & Materials on Oil & Gas  
Author: Lowe  
Edition: 5th  
Publisher: West  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-0314184979

**International LAW 760- Professor C. Jackson**
Title: International Law Cases and Materials  
Author: Lori Fisler Damrosch and Sean Murphy  
Publisher: Academic Casebook Press  
Edition: 6th  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-03-314-28643-7

**Copyright Law 769- Professor Ransom**
Title: Understand Copyright  
Author: Marshall Leaffer  
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press  
Edition: 7th  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-1-5310-10065
**Remedies LAW 706-Professor Leal**
Title: Equitable Remedies, Restitution and Damage  
Author: Kovacic-Fleischer, Jean C. Love and Grant S. Nelson  
Edition:  
Publisher:  
Required: Yes  
ISBN:978-0-314-19493-0

**Federal Income Taxation -LAW 740-Professor Aitsebaomo**
Title: Fundamental of Federal Income Taxation  
Author: Freeland/Lathrope/Stephen  
Edition: 19th  
Publisher: Foundation Press  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-1609-303570

**Federal Income Taxation -LAW 740-Professor Aitsebaomo**
Title: Selected Federal Taxation Statutes & Regulation  
Author: Lathrope  
Edition: LATEST  
Publisher: West  
Required: Yes  
ISBN:  

**SEM: CHAPTER 11 Business Reorganization-LAW 804-Professor Lopez**
Professor will provide materials:

**Employment LAW 825-Professor Wilkins**
Title: Employment Law Cases and Materials  
Author: Mark Rothstein, Lance Liebman  
Edition: 8th  
Publisher:  
Required:  
ISBN:978-1609304492
Immigration Law-Law 755-Professor Nguyen
Title: Understanding Immigration Law and Practice
Author: Gansallo, Bernstein-Baker
Edition: 2nd 2020
Publisher:
Required: Yes
ISBN:9781543813784
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING COURSES:

2nd or 3rd YEAR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING COURSES:
Law Management - Law 924 - Professor Marcus Ester
Title: The Legal Career; Knowing the Business Thriving in Practice
Author: Katrina Lee
Edition: 2ND
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684671496

MEDIATION 703- TBA

Mergers & Acquisitions Professor Dauna Williams
Professor will provide materials to students

SEMINARS COURSES:

SEMINAR LAW 747- CIVIL RIGHTS - Professor SANDERS
Title: The New Frontiers of Civil Rights Litigation
Author: M. Alexandre
Edition: 1st
Publisher: CAP
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-61163

SEMINAR LAW:804-PROFESSOR CARTWRIGHT SEC.1
Title: Essential Lawyering Skills
Author: Krieger, et.al
Edition: Latest
SEMINAR LAW: 804- PROFESSOR CARTWRIGHT
Title: Introduction to Emerging Technologies Law
Author: Victoria Sutton
Required: Yes

SEMINAR LAW 805- CURRENT ISSUES IN TRADEMARK-
Professor RANSOM
Title: Scholarly Writing for Law Students
Author: Fajans
Edition: 5th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes

SEMINAR LAW 845- JURISPRUDENCE - Professor LEVY
Title: Jurisprudent
Author: Christie
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: West Publishing
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314170736

SEMINARS COURSES
Adv. Legal Analysis – Law 832 – Professor SPEARMAN
Title: Scholarly Writing for Law Students
Author: Fajans
Edition: 5th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
Adv. Legal Analysis – LAW 832-Professor SPEARMAN
Title: The Bluebooks Uniform System of Citation
Author: Harvard Law Review
Edition: 21st
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-692400197

Advanced Legal Analysis- LAW 832- Professor SPEARMAN
Title: Lost in Translation
Author: Fandl
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
Required: Yes

SEM: JUVENILE LAW 726-Professor Green
Title: Professor will provide materials

SEM: Estate Planning LAW 882-Professor Carrington
Title: Professor will provide materials

SEMINAR Attorney-Client Privilege & Work PR LAW:804-PROFESSOR JORDAN SEC.1
Title: TBA
Independence Research LAW 802: Professor Duruigbo: SEC.2
Title: Scholarly Writing for Law Students
Author: Fajans
Edition: 5th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes

Independence Research LAW 802: Professor Chukwumerije Sec.1
No Books is Require

3rd YEAR EXPERIENTAL LEARNING COURSE:

INNOCENCE PRACTICE LAW 823- Prof. Kubrik
Title: TBA

INNOCENCE PRACTICE LAW 822- Prof. Kubrik
Title:

CIVIL EXTERNSHIP General LAW 908-Prof. Dubose
Title: Texas Civil Procedure: Pretrial Litigation
Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
ISBN: 9781531012434
Required: Yes

CIVIL EXTERNSHIP LAW-Trial Practice General 932-Prof. Dubose
1. Title: Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
ISBN: 97815392090271012434
Required: Recommend

2. Title: Texas Causes of Action (O’Connor’s
3. Texas Civil Forms
   ISBN: 9781539208860
   **Required: Recommend**

4. Texas Causes of Action Pleadings
   ISBN: 97815392090102
   **Required: Recommend**

**Civil Externship-LAW 908-Property Preservation- Professor Austin**
Title: TBA

**Civil Externship-LAW 932-Property Preservation Trial Practice- Professor Austin**
Title: TBA

**Civil Externship-Child Welfare/CPS Litigation -LAW 908-Professor Randall**
Title: TBA

**Civil Externship-Child Welfare/CPS Litigation Trial Practice -LAW 932-Professor Harrington**
Title: Child Welfare Law and Practice
Author: Donald N. Duquette, Haralambie, Sankara
Edition: 3rd
Publisher:
Required: Yes

**Title: O'Connor’s Texas Code Plus**
Author: Jenkins, Wilhite
Required: Optional

Title: Sampson, Tindall & England’s Texas Family Code Annotated
Author: Sampson, Tindall, England, Stevens

Judicial Externship-LAW 909- Professors Thomas
Title: TBA

Judicial Externship- Trial Practice LAW 932- Professors Thomas
Title: TBA

Criminal Externship- JLWOP LAW 907- Professors Self
Title: TBA

Criminal Externship-(JLWOP)-LAW 902- Professors Self
Title: TBA

Criminal Externship-General 907- Professors L. Johnson
Title: TBA

Criminal Externship-Trial Practice 902- Professors L. Johnson
Title: TBA

Criminal Externship-Criminal Specialty 907- Professors London
Title: TBA

Criminal Trial Practice 902- Professors London.
Title: TBA

Legislative Externship 912- Professors Douglas
Title: No Book Required
3RD YEAR CLINICS

CRIMINAL LAW CLINIC 960- Professor JOHNSON 960 -TBA

CRIMINAL TRIAL PRACTICE 902-Professor Johnson
Title: Criminal Laws of Texas (2021-2023)
Author: Diane Burch Beckham, Editor

CIVIL LAW CLINIC-LAW 932- Professor Harmon
Title: No Books required for the Clinic

Civil Trial Practice-LAW 935- Professor Harmon
Title: Essential Lawyering Skills
Author: Krieger, et.al
Edition: Latest
Publisher Wolter Kwuer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-14548-3098

CIVIL LAW CLINIC-LAW 935- Professor Harmon
Title: Texas Family Code plus
Author: Jenkins, et al
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Jones McClure
Required: Yes
ISBN:
Civil Law Clinic - LAW 935 - Professor Cartwright
Title: Essential Lawyering Skills
Author: Krieger, et.al
Edition: 5th
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-14548-3098

Civil Trial Practice - LAW 93 - Professor Harmon
Title: Essential Lawyering Skills
Author: Krieger, et.al
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-14548-3098

CIVIL LAW CLINIC - LAW 935 - Professor Harmon
Title: Texas Family Code plus
Author: Jenkins, et al
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Jones McClure
Required: Yes
ISBN:
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES CREDIT

MOOT COURT LAW 901- Professor Douglas
No Books Required

MOTION PRACTICE (Appellate Moot Court) LAW 929- Professor Spencer
No Books Required

MOCK TRIAL LAW 828- Professor Adams
No Books Required

LAW REVIEW LAW 796- Professor SPEARMAN
No Books Required
2022 Spring Schedule LLM
IMMIGRATION & NATURALIZATION LAW 563-Colon
Title: Professor will provide materials
Author: 
Edition: 
Publisher: 
Required: 
ISBN: 

EMPLOYMENT PERMANENT RESIDENCE PROF. LAW 557 Toppins
Title: Professor will provide materials
Author: 
Edition: 
Publisher: 
Required: 
ISBN: 

ASYLUM REFUGEE LAW 565-Jose AponTE
Title: Professor will provide materials
Author: 
Edition: 
Publisher: 
Required: 
ISBN: 

FAMILY BASED IMMIGRATION LAW 564-HEW
Title: TBA
Author: 
Edition: 
Publisher: 
Required: 
ISBN: 
ONLINE COURSES

ADVANCED IMMIGRATION PRACTICE LAW 551-FONG
Title: Professor will provide materials
Author: 
Edition: 
Publisher: 
Required: 
ISBN: 

IMMIGRATION LAW PRACTICE MANAGEMENT 558-RAMIREZ
Title: TBA
Author: 
Edition: 
Publisher: 
Required: 
ISBN: 